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Abstract- Robots are nowadays most oftenly used in 

the field of agricultural areas, one such robot is color 

sorting robot which is costless, fastest and most 

valuable in terms of saving money and labor. Color 

sorting robot is used to sort grains and fruits of 

different size and color.The goal of this undertaking is 

to outline a productive, microcontroller  based 

project that get right sorting of items and put it down 

at opportune spot to upgrade the profitability, 

minimizing the expense of the items and diminishing 

human oversights. In this system the TCS34725 color 

sensor is interfaced with the Raspberry Pi A+ board 

on its 2nd I2C interface channel, running on Linux 

OS. The values are read using python script by 

calling the python I2C libraries. The color sensor 

requires a light source, white SMD LED to illuminate 

the sample. A low cost approach has been used to 

sense the size of the sample object, wherein the 

requirements of  the object should be opaque. The 

circuit is realized using a set of comparators – 8x 

LM324 for each axis, and 2x CMOS Decade counter 

CD4017 to generate scanning in  XY axis. The 

circuitry is controlled by  Microcontroller (AT89S52) 

and is interfaced by its UART to the Raspberry Pi A+ 

processor board. The communication is handled in 

high level by the pySerial libraries. Based upon the 

detection, the robotic arm moves to the specified 

location, releases the object and comes back to the 

original position. Thereby eliminating the 

monotonous work done by human, achieving 

accuracy and speed in the work. The system is 

fabricated and efficiently working for sorting of 

objects.  

I.INTRODUCTION 

Deciding constant and exceptionally exact 

attributes of little questions in a quick streaming 

stream would open new bearings for modern 

sorting procedures. The present paper identifies 

with a mechanical assembly and strategy for 

arrange in and sorting little measured items, 

utilizing electronic frameworks and propelled 

sensors working on the premise of a physical and 

geometric portrayal of every component. Late 

advances in gadgets and printed circuit board 

innovation open new points of view for modern 

application in this field.  

The proposed framework is an implanted 

framework which will build the rate of shading 

sorting technique, give the precise shading sorting 

procedure, diminish the expense of shading sorting 

process and advance the profitability of a modern 

article.The framework contains color sensor, 

stepper & servo engines and microcontroller. 

By another way this venture can be dealt with a 

mechanized material taking care of framework & 

can be planned by taking after way. It synchronizes 

the development of mechanical arm to pick the 

articles proceeding onward a carpet lift.  

It points in ordering the hued items which are going 

ahead the transport by picking and putting the 

articles in its individual pre-modified 

place.Thereby taking out the dreary work done by 

human, accomplishing precision and speed in the 

work. The undertaking includes shading sensors 

that detects the object's shading and sends the sign 

to the microcontroller. The microcontroller sends 

sign to circuit which drives the different engines of 

the automated arm to grasp the item and spot it in 

the predefined area. Based upon the shading 

distinguished, the mechanical arm moves to the 

predefined area, discharges the article and returns 

to the first position. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

To lessen human endeavors on mechanical moving 

distinctive sorts of automated arms are being 

created. These arms are too excessive and complex 

because of the many-sided quality and the 

manufacture process. The vast majority of the 

automated arms are intended to handle rehashed 

occupations. In configuration of the mechanical are 

diverse parameters are to be taken consideration. 

The configuration of mechanical structure with 
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enough quality, ideal weight, burden bearing limit, 

pace of development and kinematics are critical 

parameters. In electronic outline the detail of the 

engines, drives, sensors, control components are to 

be considered. In the product side the re 

configurability, client interface and execution and 

similarity are to be considered. In straightforward 

term, the reference sources underscore on couple of 

angles like sorting of diverse shaded articles should 

be possible by utilizing camera, yet here in this task 

deals with sorting of both different colored objects 

and different length andsize objects with the help of 

advanced color sensor TCS34725FN. 

III..PROPOSED SYSTEM 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE SYSTEM 

1. Working Principle of the whole System 

The system sorts different size and colored objects 

by making measurements on a fixed start point 

where the sample object is placed. Depending on 

sorting criteria – Color, Size, Color & Size, the 

object can be picked and placed by the robotic arm 

at different location or different bins placed in a 

circular path around the robotic arm. 

2.Color Sensing 

The color sensing is carried out by a semiconductor 

type reflective color sensor manufactured by 

Austria Micro Systems – TCS34725FN, the device 

features a 4 channel color sensor with built in 

Infrared filter to cut off unwanted infrared 

radiations pick up from surrounding light sources.  

The device consists of an internal A-D convertor 

for light to digital value conversion and each 

channel can be read using its I2C interface bus as a 

16bit digital value. These values are read by the 

host micro-computer or processor to analyze the 

RGB values and represent them or process as per 

requirement. In our system the TCS34725 is 

interfaced with the Raspberry Pi A+ board on its 

2
nd

 I2C interface channel, running Linux OS. The 

values are read using python script by calling the 

python I2C libraries. 

The color sensor requires a light source to 

illuminate the sample and a 5500K color 

temperature white SMD LED is used for this 

purpose. The sensor assembly is housed in a 

circular black opaque plastic ring to avoid external 

light interferences. As per standard RGB schemes 

supported by most computers and operating 

systems the 16 bit value is converted to 8 bit and 

the resultant number of color which TC34725 can 

differentiate totals to 16.7 million colors.As with 

any instrumentation device a range calibration is 

always required and the same for this color sensor 

is done by making measurements of known color 

patches from shade cards, and substituting an error 

value computed by inverse matrix multiplication of 

three different elements Red, Green, and Blue 

measured by the sensor, thus any other color 

measured will be multiplied with an error matrix to 

get compensated color values reproducing real 

color of the sample scanned. 

The error mainly occurs due to light source used 

for illuminating the sample, the spectral 

distribution of the light source and its color 

temperature, combined with the IR cut off filter 

present in the color sensor lowers the color 

temperature and thus the scanned colors reflect a 

blue tinge, however after error correction the 

sample color and scanned color can be rated with a 

delta E value of 1.5 to 2.0 which is very close to the 

real color. 

3.Size (Dimension) Sensing 

A low cost approach had been used to sense the 

size of the sample object, wherein the requirements 

are that the object should be opaque. An array of 

8x8 IR phototransistors and LED’s are used to scan 

for an object in X and Y axis and evaluate the size 

in steps of 3-3.5mm, as each component’s diameter 

is 3mm. The circuit is realized using a set of 
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comparators – 8 x LM324 for each axis, and 2 x 

CMOS counter type CD4017 to generate scanning 

in both X and Y axis. The LED on one axis is 

scanned in a stepped manner and the return signal 

is monitored at the photo transistor end, which is 

converted to a logic level signal by the comparator. 

Thus any blockage of the IR light falling from 

source to target represents the X and Y axis area 

occupied in multiples of 3mm by the sample. The 
circuitry is controlled by an 8051 core MCU 

(AT89S52). And is interfaced by its UART to the 

Raspberry Pi A+ processor board. The 

communication is handled in high level by the 

pySerial libraries. 

4.Pick and Place Control 

The robot is controlled utilizing 3 x servo and 1 x 

stepper engine for complete pick and spot 

operation. The servo engines take PWM beats from 

the AT89S52 MCU for fluctuating and keeping up 

their position, the stepper engine is controlled by a 

transistorized circuit in view of a TIP 127 PNP 

darlington pair power transistor.  

The stepper engine is utilized to turn the arm to 

obliged edge in 3.75 degree step. An optical opened 

switch is utilized to sense home position and end 

position to stop the engine development at both 

closures. The complete mechanical get together is 

remove of an acrylic 6mm board with laser cutting 

procedure and same is joined utilizing affixing 

screws and cyanoacrylate glue.  

The particular material is utilized taking into 

account its light weight and high elasticity. 

5.Implementation Of Arm With Servos 

Utilize the ARM is fabricated with Servo 

Motors as it gives exact control over the points. 

Furthermore it gives included point of interest of 

in-constructed criticism instrument. We are not 

needed to know the past estimations of plot for the 

up and coming qualities. The points figured before 

believers the PWM wave of obliged width and 

bolstered to the separate servo to move the end 

effector to the craved area. Control Pulses required 

for Servo is shown in below figure 

 

IV DESCRIPTION OF HARDWARE 

COMPONENTS  AND SOFTWARE USED 

This part of the paper is showing the main idea of 

the working principle of each components 

connected in the circuit to achieve the needed aim 

and objectives. 

a.Color Sensor TCS34725FN 

The TCS34725FN gadget gives a 

computerized return of red, green, blue (RGB), and 

clear light detecting qualities. An IR blocking 

channel, incorporated on-chip and confined to the 

color detecting photodiodes, minimizes the IR 

unearthly segment of the approaching light and 

permits shading estimations to be made precisely. 

The high affectability, wide element extent, and IR 

blocking channel make the TCS34725FN a perfect 

color sensor answer for utilization under changing 

lighting conditions and through constricting 

materials. This information is exchanged through 

an I2C to the host. 

Features 

 It Integrates the  IR blocking channel.  

 Its element reach is upto 3.8M:1.  

 It has Four autonomous simple to-

advanced converters.  

 It has a reference-channel for Color 

Analysis (Clear channel photograph 

diode).  

Benefits 

 It Minimizes IR and UV unearthly 

segment impacts to create precise shading 

estimation  
 It Enables exact shading and surrounding 

light detecting under fluctuating lighting 

conditions.  

 It Minimizes movement/ transient 

mistakes.  

 Its Clear-Channel gives a reference and  

takes into account disengagement of color. 
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b. Comparator LM324 

The LM324 arrangement comprises of 

four free, high pick up, inside recurrence 

remunerated operational enhancers which were 

planned particularly to work from a solitary power 

supply more than an extensive variety of voltages. 

Operation from part control supplies is additionally 

conceivable and the low power supply current 

channel is free of the extent of the force supply 

voltage.Application zones incorporate transducer 

intensifiers, DC increase pieces and all the 

customary operation amp circuits which now can 

be all the more effectively actualized in single 

power supply frameworks.  

Case in point, the LM324 arrangement can 

be straightforwardly worked off of the standard + 

5V force supply voltage which is utilized as a part 

of computerized frameworks and will effortlessly 

give the obliged interface gadgets without obliging 

the extra – 15V force supplies. 

 Features 

  Internally recurrence made up for 

solidarity pick up 

 Large DC voltage increase 100 dB 

 Wide data transfer capacity ( solidarity 

pick up) 1 MHz ( temperature adjusted) 

 Wide power supply range: Single supply 

3V to 32V or double supplies – 1.5V to – 

16V 

 Very low supply current channel ( 700 á 

A) — basically autonomous of supply 

voltage 

 Low data biasing current 45 nA ( 

temperature adjusted) 

 Low data counterbalance voltage 2 mV 

and balance current: 5 nA 

 Input normal  mode voltage extent 

incorporates ground  

 Differential information voltage extent 

equivalent to the force supply voltage Pin 

configuration 

c. Arm Processor 1176 

The ARM11 applications processors 

characterized comprehensively in gadgets running 

from PDAs to advanced TV's to eReaders, 

conveying media and program execution, a 

protected processing environment, and execution 

up to 1Giga Hertz in ease plans.  

The ARM1176JZ-S processor components 

ARM innovation for secure applications and ARM 

Jazelle innovation for effective implanted Java 

execution. Discretionary firmly coupled 

recollections improve ARM9 processor movement 

and ongoing configuration, while AMBA 3 

AXITM interfaces enhance memory transport 

execution. DVFS bolster empowers power 

streamlining underneath the best-in-class ostensible 

static and element force of the ARM11 processor 

structural planning. More than 90% of the inserted 

business is in light of the ARM structural 

engineering ARM Ltd. It makes over $100 million 

USD every year in sovereignties and permitting 

expenses for this innovation ,Over two billion units 

are sent every year. 

Operating Modes 

1. Client – typical operation 

2. Quick intrude on – treatment of "quick" hinders 

3. Intrude on – treatment of every other hinder 

4. Boss – working framework ensured mode 

5. Prematurely end – fetus removal of memory 

access 

6. Framework – working framework advantaged 

mode 

7. Unclear – invalid direction in stream 

8. Secure screen – on-chip security highlights 

d. IR Phototransistor 

Description 

 

 EVERLIGHT's Infrared Emitting Diode 

(IR204-A) will be a high force diode , 

formed in a blue straightforward plastic 

bundle.  

 The gadget is frightfully coordinated with 

phototransistor , photodiode and infrared 

collector module.  

 

Key features 

 It is a high reliable hardware when 

contrasted with different transistors.  

 It is having high brilliant force  

 Its Peak wavelength is about λp=940nm 

and lead dispersing is 2.54mm  

 Its having a low forward voltage and Pb 

free  

 This item itself will stay inside RoHS 

consistent adaptation.  

e.Software Required Python: 

Python is a broadly useful, element, item 

situated programming dialect. The configuration 

motivation behind the Python dialect stresses 

developer profitability and code intelligibility. 

Python was at first grown by Guido van Rossum. It 

was initially discharged in 1991. Python was 

enlivened by ABC, Haskell, Java, Lisp, Icon and 
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Perl programming dialects. Python is an abnormal 

state, broadly useful, multiplatform, deciphered 

dialect. Python is a moderate dialect. One of its 

most unmistakable components is that it doesn't 

utilize semicolons nor sections. Python utilizes 

space. There are two primary branches of Python as 

of now. Today, Python is kept up by an expansive 

gathering of volunteers around the world. Python is 

open source programming. Python is a perfect 

begin for those, who need to learn programming.  

Python programming dialect bolsters a 

few programming styles. It doesn't constrain a 

developer to a particular ideal model.  

Python backings item arranged and 

procedural programming. There is likewise a 

restricted backing for utilitarian programming.  

V. APPLICATIONS 

This project has numerous applications in 

different fields, as this system gives the sorting of 

items, in stream of articles by multi sensing. Mostly 

this finds the essential application in agribusiness 

field where it can be utilized to sort the distinctive 

horticulture items like grains, lemons, almonds, 

grapes, and diverse sort of natural products. For 

people it gets to be comber aggregate undertaking 

to deal with the articles with great additionally the 

likelihood of exactness is less. In industry it can be 

utilized for sorting of different protests and 

instruments with distinctive sizes. By thus the 

proposed venture can be utilized. It discovers 

application in gigantic path in agribusiness, 

industry. 

VI.CONCLUSION 

The objects with different color can be 

identified by using advanced color sensor 

TCS34725FN and objects with different size also 

can be identified by array matrix .Finally all the 

objects are picked and placed by pick and place 

robot with efficient manner.  The time and cost of 

investment is very low as compared to other robots. 

Accuracy of the sorting is high. It reduces the 

manual labor and time. The both color and size of 

the object can be identified.  
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